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MOMENT BOUNDS FOR SOME STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 

By BATAN DASGUPTA 

Indian Statistical Institute 

SUMMARY. For a general class of stochastic processes including martingales a sharp 
moment bound is obtained. 

1. Introduction and the result 

Moment bounds for sum of stochastic processes including martingale 
differences are of interest in application to the limit theorems ai)d for comput 

ing rates of such convergences. For martingale summands, Dharmadhikari, 

Fabian and Jogdeo (1968) computed such bounds and later Bickel (1974) 

sharpened it under some restriction on the order of the moment. In 

this note these bounds are further sharpened for a general class of stochastic 

processes which includes martingales. The result states the effect of the 

sample size and the order of the moment on the bound. The following 
theorem is proved. 

Theorem. Let {Xi, ?> 1} be a stochastic process with E[sgn (Si_t)Xi | | S<_x | ] 

< 0, E 
( 
S 

?Z?)2< n?ltn where S, = S Xh yVtn = 
E\Xn\v, /?v% 

= max 

yvj. If the l.h.s. o/(l.l) is finite, then for v > 2 

E\Sn\*<cvnW/3;>n ... (1.1) 

where cv 
= 

[(v? l)8]v/2 and for large n, 8<=* 
( 

1 -{-?? ). 

One may note that the above set up includes martingales as a special 
case since then E(Xi \ Si_?) 

= 0. In fact our technique of proof will be a 

modification of the martingale case proved in Dharmadhikari, Fabian and 

Jogdeo (1968) with a large cv, viz. cy 
= 

[S(v? 1) max (1, 2V~3)]V. Bickel 

(1974) obtained cv 
= 

(2ev)v/2 for martingales where v is an even integer, v < 2n. 

As noted therein, these type of bounds are quite sharp. The condition 

2?[sign (S{_^jXi | | S\_x | ] < 0 used in the theorem suggests some type of nega 
tive (conditional) association between sgn (S\_^) and X\. This is implied 
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by a more stringent assumption sgn (Si_x) E[Xi\ Si__x] < 0. As for example 
if sgn (Si_x) > 0 i.e., 8t_x > 0 then Xt given Si_x is expected to be less than 

or equal to zero so that the sum St is drifted towards zero. Similarly if St_x 

< 0 then E[Xi | 8i_x] > 0 causing Si a drift towards zero. 

A similar assumption holds for Ornstein-Uhlenback process in continuous 

time parameter where there is a drift towards origin when considered relative 

to wiener process. 

2. Proof of theorem and some remarks 

As in (3.1) of Dharmadhikari et al., (1968), write 

I Sn Iv = I -SU I v+" sg? (-SU) I <S?-i I 
"-1 

Xn+$ v(v-1) 18n_x+d Xn \ 
'-* 

X\ 
... (2.1) 

where 0 < 6 < 1. 

Now 

I fl-i+0 X J < max ( | 8n_x+Xn \, | 8n_t-Xn | ) ... (2.2) 

The first term in the max is 8n, the second term also behave similarly, 
since y.<n remains unchanged when Xn is replaced by 

? 
Xn an<i since in the 

induction hypothesis the theorem is assumed for v0 ( > 2) and for all n. 

Hence writing 8*n 
= 

IS^-XJ 

^n{u) = 
E(\8nr-\Sn_1n 

< \v{v-1) max E(\Sn\*-*X*, | ̂| v~2Z?) ... (2.3) 

where one uses 

^[3gn(A?_1)Z?||^1|]<0. 

Then following Dharmadhikari, et al. (1968) along the same lines 

of (3.10), (3.11), (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) with y ( > 1) replacing 2 in the r.h.s. 

therein, one gets 

E\Bnr= S A^) 

< -?T ViK 
? 

l)^ Pu.* S J11 ... (2.4) 

Use the approximation 

S j<^-2)'a < fa"*'2-1 d^+W2-1 = 
(^+?^) W2 ... (2.5) 

J-l 1 \ Vl I 
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Hence 

E\Sn\Vl < v ^K-l)/2 ?~2'Va ?ln /i'2 (n-i+2K) 

^ (Vl-l)cl~2lvi ?*n,n n1'2 (1+Vlj2n) ... (2.6) 

observing c? f i> and letting i/-> 1, v2-> ^ <-S|<S?|vi < v n1 ?ll>n com 
C 1 

pleting the proof. 

Although ES2 = 
0(w) in many cases where Central Limit Theorem holds, 

a condition like ES* = 
0(ri) is not required in the proof. We only assumed 

E f S ?Xi ) < ft /?2 n where ytf|n=max y2i=i?ax 2?|X?|2, might very well 

depend on n. 

The improvement here over earlier results is due to (2.2). It will be 

interesting to prove (1.1) with S = 1. Further sharpening of (2.2) and (2.5) 
will then be required. 

Acknoivledgement. The author thanks the referee for pointing out an 

error in an earlier version of the paper. 

Note added in the proof. It has been possible to sharpen (1.1) further to 

get 

E\Snr<cyl2?;tn, v>2 

where ev = 
(2v)vl2 

Be} : Dasgupta, R. (1993). Sharper moment bound for martingales with applications, 

preprint, ISI. 
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